Waveguide-based electro-absorption modulator performance: comparative analysis.
Electro-optic modulators perform a key function for data processing and communication. Rapid growth in data volume and increasing bits per second rates demand increased transmitter and thus modulator performance. Recent years have seen the introduction of new materials and modulator designs to include polaritonic optical modes aimed at achieving advanced performance in terms of speed, energy efficiency, and footprint. Such ad hoc modulator designs, however, leave a universal design for these novel material classes of devices missing. Here we execute a holistic performance analysis for waveguide-based electro-absorption modulators and use the performance metric switching energy per unit bandwidth (speed). We show that the performance is fundamentally determined by the ratio of the differential absorption cross-section of the switching material's broadening and the waveguide effective mode area. We find that the former shows highest performance for a broad class of materials relying on Pauli-blocking (absorption saturation), such as semiconductor quantum wells, quantum dots, graphene, and other 2D materials, but is quite similar amongst these classes. In this respect these materials are clearly superior to those relying on free carrier absorption, such as Si and ITO. The performance improvement on the material side is fundamentally limited by the oscillator sum rule and thermal broadening of the Fermi-Dirac distribution. We also find that performance scales with modal waveguide confinement. Thus, we find highest energy-bandwidth-ratio modulator designs to be graphene, QD, QW, or 2D material-based plasmonic slot waveguides where the electric field is in-plane with the switching material dimension. We show that this improvement always comes at the expense of increased insertion loss. Incorporating fundamental device physics, design trade-offs, and resulting performance, this analysis aims to guide future experimental modulator explorations.